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Abstract
Attention to the use of key words and their resonances in a 
variety of texts in Second Isaiah (Isa 40-55) results in a remark-
ably coherent understanding of the servant figure in Second 
Isaiah. This understanding includes Second Isaiah’s theology 
of the servant of Yhwh as imago Dei (the paradigm human be-
ing), whose identity and character are revealed especially in 
contrast with Babylonian idols. Ultimately, this exploration of 
an intertextual reading of Second Isaiah leads to a portrayal 
of the servant’s utilization of power in an alternative mode to 
that of the Babylonian empire. Specifically, the servant suffers, 
intercedes for, and even bears the sins of others, and in doing 
so manifests or images Yhwh, who is revealed as Deus patiens 
(the suffering God).

Few things a man needs 
to look like God at the hour 

of creation: 
white garments, sombrero, 

serape, machete, 
and a back that does not break 
and a heart that does not break.

— Dilys Laing2

1 A shorter version of this paper was presented at the “New Creation” interdisciplinary theology 
conference, sponsored by CETA and held at Northeastern Seminary, Rochester, NY, on October 
19, 2013. I am indebted and grateful to Richard Middleton for his many suggestions for improving 
and clarifying my argument and making it more user-friendly for the general reader. He, of course, 
is not responsible for any of the paper’s remaining deficiencies in style or substance.

2 “Worker,” The Collected Poems of Dilys Laing (Cleveland, OH: The Press of Case Western 
University, 1967), 351.
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As far back as 1961 biblical scholar James Barr famously warned against the 
exegetical crime of “illegitimate totality transfer.”3 By this warning he meant to 
critique a tradition of doing word studies in Scripture that crammed willy-nilly 
all possible meanings of a particular Hebrew or Greek word (everything in its 
semantic range) into each particular usage of the word, without attending to how 
the word was actually used in each particular context. While Barr’s warning is 
generally helpful in preventing superficial misreadings of the Bible, it can lead 
biblical interpreters to ignore significant resonances between different texts that 
use the same word (or words derived from the same Hebrew root). The result can 
be a splintered, atomistic interpretation of Scripture.

In this paper I shall push back (respectfully) against Barr’s exegetical stric-
tures, paying attention to the use of key words and their resonances in a variety of 
texts in Second Isaiah (Isa 40-55). Mining the connotations of these words (while 
attending appropriately to their contextual use) will serve to illustrate a remark-
ably coherent understanding of the servant figure in Second Isaiah. This under-
standing includes Second Isaiah’s theology of the servant of Yhwh as imago Dei 
(the paradigm human being), whose identity and character are revealed especially 
in contrast with Babylonian idols. Ultimately, this exploration of an intertextual 
reading of Second Isaiah leads to a portrayal of the servant’s utilization of power 
in an alternative mode to that of the Babylonian empire. Specifically, the servant 
suffers, intercedes for, and even bears the sins of others, and in doing so manifests 
or images Yhwh, who is revealed as Deus patiens (the suffering God).

Second Isaiah’s Creation Theology and Ideology Critique
I begin by setting the interpretive context of Isaiah 40-55. I read Second Isaiah as 
addressing Israel’s deportees subjected to Babylonian state power and the theo-
logical justification of this power in Babylon’s creation myth, Enuma Elish. This 
myth centers in divine Marduk’s slaying of divine ur-mother Tiamat and using 
her body as a protective barrier within which to create a cosmos over which Mar-
duk rules as divine king. Analogously, the human king, understood as Marduk’s 
ṣalmu or “image,” rules his earthly empire from within fortress Babylon, through 
the might of armies that, for example, have destroyed Jerusalem and deported its 
leading figures to Babylon.

J. Richard Middleton has shown how Israel’s Primeval History (Gen 1–11) can 
be read as “ideology critique” over against this very Babylonian theology of 
statecraft.4 This critique centers in two textual foci: The Babel story in Gen 11:1-9 

3 James Barr, The Semantics of Biblical Language (London: Oxford University Press, 1961), 218.
4 J. Richard Middleton, The Liberating Image: The Imago Dei in Genesis 1 (Grand Rapids: Brazos, 

2005). Middleton’s discussion of Mesopotamian kings, especially in the seventh century BCE, as 
ṣalmu of the divine king, comes on 111-17. As he writes, “the image of god . . . functions . . . as a 
behavioral norm,” such that the king’s behavior should conform to that of his gods (115).
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subverts the account of the founding of Babylon in Enuma Elish by telling an al-
ternative tale of the origin (and demise) of this great civilization; and Genesis 1 
presents God’s creative activity, not as that of a violent warrior, but as what 
Middleton calls an artisan. And the cosmic rule of a God who works six days and 
rests on a seventh finds its image (ṣelem) not just in kings, but in every ordinary 
human who works for six days and rests on the seventh. As Genesis 2:15 implies, 
God is imaged by earthlings set on the earth as in a garden to work/serve it (‘ābad) 
and preserve/guard it (šāmar).

Middleton’s reading of the Primeval History as ideology critique of Babylon is 
persuasive; and I take Second Isaiah as another such critique, aimed at forestall-
ing any temptation on the part of weary and disheartened exiles to abandon Yhwh 
for Marduk. At the heart of this critique is the servant of Yhwh who subverts the 
wisdom of kings, who “shall shut their mouths because of him; / for that which 
has not been told them they shall see, / and that which they have not heard they 
shall understand” (Isa 52:15).5

As I offer my reading of the servant of Yhwh in Second Isaiah, I do not claim 
that Second Isaiah explicitly designates the servant as imago Dei, though I do 
assume that Second Isaiah is working in full view of the creation account in Gen-
esis 1. I further assume, contrary to Gerhard von Rad’s well-known identification 
of Second Isaiah’s creation themes as ancillary to the theme of redemption, that 
the text takes Israel’s creation traditions as foundational. Finally, I assume that 
those creation traditions, as expressed in Genesis 1 (including the imago Dei 
theme), have shaped Second Isaiah’s worldview deeply enough that they are 
formative of his anthropology and his eschatology. 

My purpose in what follows is to show the congruence and resonance of 
Second Isaiah’s portrayal of the servant, as developed in the context of this exilic 
prophet’s ideology critique, with the portrayal of humankind in Genesis 1.6 This 
presentation in modes of indirection and implication is typical of poetic discourse. 
In the following analysis I shall draw attention, in particular, to the way in which 
certain words and images are applied both to the idols of the nations and to Israel 
and/as the servant, in such a way as to imply a comparison and set off the contrast 
between them.

5 Translations of the Bible in this paper will generally be based on the RSV, with the author’s 
modifications.

6 Perhaps I will be accused, not of Barr’s “illegitimate totality transfer,” but “illegitimate 
connotation transfer,” a distant cousin to the exegetical crime Barr names. In response, I suggest 
that the proof is in the pudding; let us see what attention to the congruence and resonance of 
texts and words produces. For those who wish a hermeneutical account of my approach, see J. 
Gerald Janzen, When Prayer Takes Place: Forays into a Biblical World (ed. Brent A. Strawn and 
Patrick D. Miller; Eugene, OR: Cascade, 2012), ch. 14: “Toward a Hermeneutics of Resonance” 
(241-300).
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Yhwh’s Likeness in Isaiah 40:12-31
In Isa 40:12-31, the divine address comes in response to Israel’s cry: “My way is 
hid from Yhwh, / my right [mišpāt] is disregarded by my God” (Isa 40:27). This 
introduces one of Second Isaiah’s key words, mišpāt,7 which I take to mean, at 
heart, “the right way to do things” including “the way to set things to rights.” 

But what is that right way? Is it the way of Marduk’s cosmic statecraft founded 
in creation through violence? In Isaiah 40 (and elsewhere) Second Isaiah presents 
Yhwh’s creative action not as violent combat, but as founding a building or pitch-
ing a tent for creaturely habitation (40:22).8 It is precisely in Yhwh’s cosmic crea-
tivity that Israel is to understand the character of the divine mishpat (40:12-14). 

Yhwh’s query, “to whom will you liken [tădammĕyûn] God, / or what likeness 
[dĕmût] compare with him?” (40:18) implies a two-fold contrast. First, Yhwh’s 
creative activity is not like that of gods such as Marduk; second, that creative ac-
tivity does not find its likeness (dĕmût) in Marduk’s human king (the Babylonian 
monarch, who subdued Israel), but in humankind imaging Israel’s God.9 

For note: the nations and their kings rise and fall through their failure to under-
stand and embody true mišpāt; even their youths “faint and are weary” and their 

“young men shall fall and be exhausted.” (40:30) Whereas Yhwh, “the everlasting 
God, the Creator of the ends of the earth,” who “does not faint or grow weary” is 
imaged in “those who wait for Yhwh,” who thereby “renew their strength: / they 
shall mount up with wings like eagles, / they shall run and [like their God] not be 
weary, / they shall walk and [like their God] not faint.”(40:28-29, 31) This “like-
ness,” between unwearying Yhwh and unwearied followers, may seem incidental; 
but its significance will emerge later in Second Isaiah, where the motif of weari-
ness undergoes an intriguing twist.10

7 Occurring eleven times in Second Isaiah, this term is central to the four so-called Servant Songs 
(see 42:1, 3, 4; 49:4; 50:8; 53:8). 

8 In Isaiah 51:9-11 the “arm of the LORD” is invoked in imagery suggestive of the creation-myth 
of cosmic battle. However, this passage articulates Israel’s plea for Yhwh to intervene in such a 
fashion. (See J. Gerald Janzen, “On the Moral Nature of God’s Power: Yahweh and the Sea in 
Job and Deutero-Isaiah,” CBQ 56 [1994]: 458-78, esp. 471-78; and Jeremy M. Hutton, “Isaiah 
51:9-11 and the Rhetorical Appropriation and Subversion of Hostile Theologies, JBL 126 [2007]: 
271-303.) Significantly, the divine response to such a plea for violent action is to recall plaintive 
Israel to its own non-violent creation-tradition (51:12-16).

9 Second Isaiah does not employ the term “image” (ṣelem), but does use its pair-word in Genesis 
1:26, dĕmût. This tangential allusion to Genesis 1 is similar to Second Isaiah’s frequent use 
of bārā’ (sixteen times) vis-à-vis its occurrence seven times in Gen 1:1-2:4a, but with an 
additional connotation of redemption or new creation. In another way it is similar to Second 
Isaiah’s tangential use of the verb rāqa‘ (cognate with the rāqia‘ or “firmament” of Gen 1:6-8) 
in Yhwh’s structuring of the cosmos, but now in reference to the earth as a sort of “ground-sheet” 
or carpeting under and the heavens as a pitched tent (Isa 42:5; 44:24). For Middleton’s discussion 
of a Mesopotamian text that uses mushshulu (semantically similar to Hebrew dĕmût) to speak of 

“the king’s likeness . . . to a god,” see The Liberating Image, 115, and reference there to the work 
of Jeffrey Tigay.

10 For this twist, see the discussion of Isaiah 49 later in this essay.
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The Critique of Idolatry in the Trial Scene of Isaiah 41
Following the majestic opening chapter of Second Isaiah, chapter 41 presents 
a cosmic trial scene convened by the summons, “let the peoples renew their 
strength / . . . let us draw near together for mišpāt.” The peoples, for their part, re-
new their strength by fearfully fashioning new idols, fixing them with nails so that 
they cannot be moved (41:5-7). In contrast, Yhwh calls upon Israel as his servant 
to “fear not, … I will uphold you with my victorious right hand.”(41:8-10) The 
text thus draws a vivid contrast between the nations steadying the images of their 
gods and Yhwh upholding and steadying Israel. 

Yhwh then interrogates the nations and their gods as to the meaning of history, 
past and future (Isa 41:21-26), and concludes: “When I look, there is no one; . . . / 
who, when I ask, gives an answer” (41:28). The verdict of the cosmic trial? “Be-
hold, they are all a delusion; / their works are nothing; / their molten images are 
empty wind [rûaḥ vatohû].”(41:29; with a similar statement in. v. 24) 

The Portrayal of Yhwh’s Servant in Isaiah 42:1-4
This characterization of the idolatrous images as rûaḥ vatohû segues immediately 
into a contrasting portrayal of Yhwh’s servant. According to Yhwh in Isa 42:1, the 
servant is one upon whom “I have put my spirit [rûaḥ].” The use of rûaḥ vatohû 
for the molten images should not be taken simply as two nouns side-by-side but 
as a hendiadys, where emptiness (tohû) qualifies the sort of rûaḥ they have—thus 

“empty wind.” By contrast, the servant is filled with Yhwh’s powerful rûaḥ. 
In place of the nations’ gods, whose so-called mišpāt results in the tohû that 

Israel’s exiles (and others like them) are suffering under, this servant “will bring 
forth mišpāt to the nations” (42:1). The sort of justice the servant will engender 
does not separate end-result from mode of delivery: “A bruised reed he will not 
break, / and a dimly burning wick he will not quench; / he will faithfully bring 
forth mišpāt. / He will not burn dimly or be bruised / till he has established mišpāt 
in the earth; / and the coastlands wait for his tôrâ” (42:3-4). 

How does this servant “set things to rights”? He does this by embodying a 
mišpāt that will not break those bruised by life’s vicissitudes, nor quench their 
flickering hopes. And the rûaḥ that energizes this servant will enable him also not 
to be bruised or lose hope in the execution of his mission.

The Servant and the Nations in Isaiah 42:5-8
The next verses of Isaiah 42 then place this servant within the context of cosmic 
creation, which climaxes in humankind. 

“5 Thus says God, Yhwh, 
who created the heavens and stretched them out,
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who gives breath to the people [‘am] upon it 
and spirit [rûaḥ] to those who walk in it.

6 ‘I am Yhwh, I have called you in righteousness, 
I have taken you by the hand and kept you; 

I have given you as a covenant to the people [‘am], 
a light to the nations [gôyim].’” (Isa 42:5-6)

The first use of the word ‘am, in 42:5, is atypical and strikingly suggestive. 
Generally, it refers in the singular to a people among the many peoples (‘ammîm) 
or nations (gôyim) of the earth. In the eighty verses scattered throughout the Bible 
containing a form of ‘am together with a form of gôy, one finds numerous instan-
ces of singular ‘am in parallel with singular gôy, plural ‘ammîn in parallel with 
plural gôyim, and of a specific ‘am in the midst of the many gôyim. But Isa 42:6 
is distinctive. There ‘am is “singularly” (in both senses of that word) applied to 
humankind as a whole; it is parallel to gôyim. 

Although the context in Isa 42:5 is protological, the only clear analogy I can 
find for this singular use of ‘am comes in the eschatological text in Zech 2:11 (15 
MT) where God says: “many nations [gôyim rabbîm] shall join themselves to 
Yhwh in that day, / and shall become my people [vĕhāyû lî lĕ‘ām].” To this text we 
might add Ps 100:3, if, following Norbert Lohfink and others,11 we take the con-
fession by “all the earth” (100:1) that “we are his people [‘ammô], and the sheep 
of his pasture” (100:3) to be an eschatological extension to the nations of an ori-
ginally Israelite confession of its covenant relation to Yhwh. 

The evidence of these two eschatological texts (Zech 2:11 and possibly Ps 
100:3), together with the protological usage in Isa 42:5, bears on the interpretation 
of Isa 42:6, where the term ‘am is to be taken as synonymous with the following 
gôyim. But whereas Isa 42:5 is protological, verse 5 is eschatological, implying 
the redemption of the nations (as one ‘am) through the instrumentality of the 
servant. The details of that redemption are then elaborated as the opening of eyes 
and freeing of prisoners (42:7).

When the passage ends in 42:8 with, “I am Yhwh, that is my name; / My glory 
[kabôd] I give to no other, / nor my praise to graven images,” other biblical men-
tions of God’s name and glory are evoked. 

Consider this background: At the burning bush God gives the divine name to 
Moses; and in Deuteronomic theology God causes the divine name to dwell in 

11 See Erich Zenger’s comments, in Erich Zenger and Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, Psalms 2: A 
Commentary on Psalms 51–100 (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2005), 492-98, and reference 
there to Lohfink. Particularly relevant to my analysis of the Servant’s covenanting mission vis-
à-vis humankind as one ‘am, is this comment: “In Ps 100:3… the [covenant] formula is given a 
creation-theological basis, and is thus released from its salvation-historical anchors in order to be 
expanded to include the nations” (Zenger, 496).
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Israel’s midst. Similarly, God’s glory dwells above the ark and between the cher-
ubim, so that, when the Philistines capture the ark, it is said, “the glory [kābôd] 
has departed”; or, as Psalm 78:61 has it, “Yhwh delivered his power to captivity, / 
his glory [tip’eret] to the hand of the foe.”

In the present context, then, I take it that Yhwh’s name, glory, and praise are 
bestowed, not on graven images, but on this servant figure. Filled with God’s rûaḥ 
to embody God’s mišpāt as a light to the nations, the servant is the ideal represent-
ative of humankind, and as such, the ideal embodiment of the divine imago.

This motif of the servant as imago Dei is borne out by a series of thematically 
related passages in Second Isaiah. In Isa 49:3 the servant affirms: Yhwh “said to 
me, ‘You are my servant, Israel, / in whom I will be glorified [’etpā’ār].’” In Isa 
46:13 Yhwh says, “I bring near my deliverance, it is not far off, / and my salvation 
will not tarry; / I will put salvation in Zion, for Israel my glory [tip’eret].” And in 
Isa 43:7 Yhwh refers to Israel as “everyone who is called by my name, / whom I 
created for my glory [kābôd], / whom I formed and made.” So then, the “glory” 
associated here with God’s servant (people), whether kābôd or tip’eret, contrasts 
with the verdict on the idols at the end of the trial scene as “empty wind” (rûaḥ 
vatohû). 

Israel as God’s Chosen Image in Contrast to Idols in Isaiah 48:9-11
I move now to Isa 48:9-11, where God’s dealing with Israel, as contrasted with the 
activity of idolaters in fashioning their idols, comes to a climax.12 

Following on a description of Israel’s own idol-making propensities from the 
beginning described in 48:1-8, we find this statement of Yhwh’s forgiving grace 
in verses 9-11, where a number of key terms impart a telling rhetorical power. 

9 For my name’s sake I defer my anger, 
For the sake of my praise I restrain it for you, 
that I may not cut you off.

10 Behold, I have refined you, but not as silver, 
I have chosen you in the furnace of affliction. 

11 For my own sake, for my own sake, I do it, 
for how should my name13 be profaned? 
My glory I will not give to another.

The first thing to notice is that the opening and closing lines of this unit (verses 
9 and 11) contain three words from 42:8 associated with the servant: name, praise, 

12 Several structural and thematic features of Second Isaiah suggest a two-part movement (with two 
climaxes), from 40:1 to 49:13, and from 49:14 to 55:13.

13 The RSV translation here is based on the LXX; the MT has it.
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and glory.14 Beyond that, the statement “I will not give [my glory] to another” 
[lĕ’aḥer lo’-’ettēn] occurs in Second Isaiah only here (48:11) and in 42:8. By this 
rhetorical means 48:9-11, which concludes the description of Jacob / Israel’s past 
idolatrous behavior in 48:1-8, is set in contrast to the statement that concludes the 
description of the servant in 42:1-8.

But it is not just that the servant is contrasted with idolatrous Israel. Rather, a 
renewed vocation for Israel is implied through Yhwh’s forgiveness of this very 
idolatry. This can be seen by examining the expression “I defer my anger” (48:9), 
coming as it does after the triple reference to Israel’s idolatry (placed on the 
people’s own lips in 48:5). 

“I defer my anger” [’a’ărîk ’appî] echoes “slow to anger” [’erek ’appayim] 
from Exod 34:6.15 Just as the forgiveness articulated in Exod 34:6-7, after the 
idolatry of the Golden Calf (Exod 32), allows Israel to begin again with God, in-
stead of being cast off, so the re-use of this terminology in Isa 48:9 suggests a 
repristinating of Israel in its vocation.

That vocation is here presented implicitly as being Yhwh’s own called, created, 
and now renewed, imago—in pointed contrast to the material counterfeits (idols) 
that people (both within Israel and among the nations) have devised for them-
selves. In this presentation, the very terms that depict idolatry are used for Yhwh’s 
dealings with Israel. This can be illustrated by attention to the verbs refined and 
chosen, which are used in 48:10.

In Second Isaiah the verb refine [ṣārap] occurs only four other times, and then 
as a participle with the substantive meaning “refiner” or “goldsmith.”16 As a sub-
stantive in the Hebrew Bible, the ṣôrēp/ṣorēp is never described as refining or 
purifying ore, but always as working the already refined metal into some material 
shape.17 So in Isa 46:6, “they lavish gold from the purse, / and weigh out silver in 
the scales, / hire a ṣôrēp, and he makes it [the already refined metal] into a god.” 
This suggests that in 48:10-11 Yhwh is not technically refining the exiles; rather, 
in contrast to the idol-making ṣôrĕpîm, Yhwh is fashioning the already-refined 
exiles into his own imago or cult statue. 

Just as the verb choose [bāḥar] follows the use of refine/fashion [ṣārap] in 
48:10, we find that the nations’ idol-making scene in 40:19 which twice men-
tioned a refiner or goldsmith [ṣôrēp/ṣorēp] is followed in verse 20 by the remark, 

“he who is impoverished chooses [bāḥar] for an offering wood that will not rot.”18 

14 Note how Yhwh’s name, which is the focus of 48:1-2 is resumed in 48:9.
15 This phrase is repeatedly echoed throughout the Old Testament. See Num 14:18; Joel 2:13; Jonah 

4:2; Nah 1:3; Ps 86:15; 103:8; 145:8; Neh 9:17.
16 Isa 40:19 (twice); 41:7; 46:6.
17 The texts (apart from Isaiah) are Judg 17:4; Jer 10:9, 14; 51:17; Prov 25:4; Neh 3:8, 32.
18 This translation of 40:20 is disputed; thus the NRSV has “As a gift one chooses mulberry wood—

wood that will not rot.”
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The implication is that, for those who are wealthy, the ṣôrēp/ṣorēp is able to 
choose gold and silver as materials. This verb choose [bāḥar] occurs nine times 
in Second Isaiah, seven times of Yhwh choosing Israel, and twice of idolaters 
choosing an idol or choosing wood as material for an idol.19 In 48:10-11, then, 
Yhwh’s “choosing” Israel stands in contrast to the nations “choosing” wood, or 
gold and silver for their idols.20 

The rhetorical point of “I have chosen you in the furnace of affliction” (48:10) 
is to reassure the exiles that the very place of their affliction (exile) does not sig-
nify their abandonment; rather, in that very place, and under those very conditions, 
they are chosen to bear the divine name and glory as God’s own image. “For my 
own sake, for my own sake, I do it, / for how should my name be profaned? / My 
glory I will not give to another” (48:11). God’s people, and not idols, are the legit-
imate imago Dei in the world.

In similar vein, although not specifically in the passage at hand (48:9-11), con-
sider Second Isaiah’s use of the verb yāṣar (“form”). Among other applications, 
yāṣar appears three times in the final idol passage in chapter 44, to describe the 

“forming” of an idol (44:9, 10, 12) so as to “make it into the figure of an ’îš with 
the glory [tip’eret] of an ’ādām” (44:13). This reference to the nations “forming” 
idols bearing the glory [tip’eret] of a human being contrasts with Yhwh’s activity 
of “forming” Israel (43:1, 7, 21; 44:2, 24; 45:11), especially as servant, as ideal 
humankind (44:21; 49:5), so that Yhwh may be glorified (49:3, ’etp ā’ār) in this 
servant. 

The implied contrast between idols and Israel as Yhwh’s servant is brought 
into sharper focus in that the terms ’îš and ’ādām, applied in 44:13 to the idols of 
the nations, are paired only one more time in Second Isaiah, and that is in 52:14, 
where God’s servant is revealed to the nations and their kings. I shall pick up this 
contrast below. 

The Servant Images Yhwh—with an Ironic Twist—in Isaiah 49:1-6
Now we come to the twist, earlier adumbrated, in the motif of unwearied Yhwh 
and unwearied servant people (see the discussion at 40:28-31). The twist begins 
with the servant’s response to Yhwh’s declaration of the servant’s vocation: “You 

19 For Yhwh choosing Israel, see 41:8, 9; 43:10; 44:1, 2; 48:10; 49:7. For choosing an idol, see 
40:20; 41:24.

20 The NRSV renders bāḥar in 48:10 as tried instead of chosen. This accords with the current 
practice of translators following 1QIsaa, which contains the verb bāḥan, “test,” where the MT 
reads bāḥar. It is true that in five other passages the verbs ṣārap and bāḥan occur together to 
express Yhwh’s refining /testing Israel or the psalmist (Jer 9:7[MT6]; Zech 13:9; Ps 17:3; 26:2; 
66:10). However, I take 1QIsaa to be a secondary reading, conforming MT to the more common 
idiom, but in the process flattening the tensiveness of Second Isaiah’s poetry by detaching 48:9-11 
from Second Isaiah’s running theme of servant Israel’s chosenness.
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are my servant, / Israel, in whom I will be glorified [’etpā’ār]” (49:3). Then the 
servant replies: “But I said, ‘I have wearied myself [yāga‘] in vain, / I have spent 
my strength for nothing [tohû] and futility [hevel]” (49:4a).

Earlier, the rûaḥ-endowed servant was implicitly contrasted with idolatrous 
images that are rûaḥ vatohû, whose devotees faint and become weary [yāga‘] and 
fall exhausted; so we might have expected Yhwh’s servant, in contrast, to run and 
not be weary [yāga‘]. But here, in the second Servant Song (49:1-6), the servant 
says he has wearied himself [yāga‘], feels he has wasted his time on tohû and 
hevel. Given that hevel is frequently used to characterize other gods and especial-
ly their idols, it is as though the servant here verges on the suspicion that the ser-
vice of Yhwh is just as futile as the service of other gods. 

But then he catches himself and says, “Yet surely my mišpāt is with Yhwh / 
and my recompense with my God.” In saying all this—in both affirming that his 
mišpāt is with Yhwh and confessing, nevertheless, his feeling of weary futility—
precisely in saying both, I take the servant to be imaging Yhwh. 

Earlier, in 43:22-24, where Yhwh charges Israel with having robbed him of the 
worship due him by offering it to other gods, Yhwh says, “You have burdened me 
[he‘ĕbadtanî] with your sins, / you have wearied me [hôga‘tanî] with your iniqui-
ties” (43:24). Note that he‘ĕbadtanî, is the Hiphil of the verb ‘ābad, thus “you 
made me into an ‘ebed, a servant.” So Yhwh is becoming like his servant. But 
conversely, just as Yhwh has been wearied [hôga‘tanî, the Hiphil of yāga‘] by 
Israel’s sins (43:24), so Israel has become weary [yāga‘] in Yhwh’s service (49:4). 
Here we find the imago Dei motif, with an ironic twist.

The Servant as Imago Dei in Isaiah 52:13–53:12
I turn now to the fourth Servant Song (52:13–53:12) a passage that cries out to 
be mined for its nuanced depiction of God’s servant, even in suffering and death. 

The passage opens (52:13) with the servant “high and lifted up” [yārûm 
wĕniśśā’]. The only parallels to this hendiadys (the verbs rām and nāśā’) come in 
Isa 6:1 and 57:15. In the former, the prophet says, “I saw the Lord sitting upon a 
throne, high and lifted up [rām wĕniśśā’],” while in the latter, Yhwh declares, 

“Thus says the high and lofty One [rām wĕniśśā’] / who inhabits eternity, whose 
name is Holy: / ‘I dwell in the high and holy place.’”

In Babylon, the sanctuary would contain a material image of Marduk, whereas 
in Israel’s sanctuary Yhwh dwells invisibly between the cherubim. Yet Isaiah 

“sees” Yhwh in the temple, rām wĕniśśā’—indeed, lifted up so high that only his 
train (or the hem of his robe; NRSV), fills the temple. If, then, the servant is pre-
sented as yārûm wĕniśśā’, this implicitly identifies the servant as Yhwh’s imago. 

As the earthly representative of the Holy One who inhabits eternity, this figure 
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dumfounds the nations and their kings, “for that which has not been told them 
they shall see, / and that which they have not heard they shall understand.” There 
are two aspects to the nations’ dumbfoundedness. 

First, in his origins and growth (like a young plant out of dry ground), this 
figure displays none of the “form” [to’ar] or “splendor” [hādār] typical of royalty 
(53:2).21 But, beyond that, at the hands of his oppressors and their violation of his 
mišpāt (53:8), the servant’s “appearance was marred, beyond human semblance 
[mē’îš], / and his form [to’ar] beyond that of humankind [mibnê ’ādām]” (52:14). 
When the nations fashion their idols on the model of an ’îš or a ben ’ādām (44:13), 
one may assume that those idols would resemble human royalty in its most august 
and majestic aspect. But Yhwh’s servant is presented in an aspect so marred as 
virtually to erase all trace of humanity. Yet such a figure is “high and lifted up” 
[yārûm wĕniśśā’]? This is the authorized divine image? No wonder kings and 
nations are astonished!

Moreover, in his extreme vicissitude, this figure, in bearing [sābal] the pains/
sorrows (53:4) and iniquities (53:11) of others, intercedes for them (53:12). In 
this passional action22 the servant again images Yhwh. For consider the imagery 
of “bearing” in Isaiah 46.

In Isaiah 46, the idols of Bel and Nebo (i.e., Marduk and Nabu, Marduk’s son) 
are loaded [‘ămûsôt] and carried [nĕśu’ôt] on weary beasts (46:1); and when the 
tottering procession arrives at the sanctuary, the worshipers lift [nāśā’] this “bu-
rden” [maśśā’; 46:1], bear it [sābal] and set it in its place, where it stands, immov-
able and incapable of responding to human intercession (46:7). Over against this, 
Yhwh says:

3 Hearken to me, O house of Jacob, 
all the remnant of the house of Israel,

who have been loaded [‘ămûsîm] onto me from your birth, 
carried [nĕśu’îm] from the womb;

4 even to your old age I am He, 
and to gray hairs I will bear you [’esbol]. 
I will bear [’esbol] and will save. (46:3-4)

The contrast here is between the Babylonians who must “carry” or “bear” 
[sābal] their idols, and Yhwh who “carries” and “bears” [sābal] Israel. This verb, 

21 The term hādār is frequently associated with Yhwh’s majesty; and in Ps 8:5 (MT6) it is one of the 
attributes of humankind as God’s viceroy on earth. The term to’ar is of more general application, 
but it is associated with royalty in Judg 8:18; 1 Sam 16:18; 1 Kings 1:6.

22 In using the expression “passional action,” I mean to draw attention to the fact that voluntary 
passion in the biblical sense is not “passive” as “inert” or “apathetic,” but is a form of action. It is 
an acceptance of the task of bearing what is placed upon one, of undergoing what one suffers in 
such a way as not to be destroyed by it nor simply to act out that burden in retaliation.
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sābal, typically connotes forced labor or state slavery; so that we may hear, in 
Yhwh’s “bearing” of Israel, echoes from 43:24, of Yhwh’s weariness as of a ser-
vant in bearing with Israel’s sin. It is such a God that the servant images when he 
bears [sābal] the iniquities of those who transgress against him.

The Servant’s Knowledge and Yhwh’s Wisdom 
in Isaiah 40:13-14 and Beyond
But what is it that enables the servant to respond to his oppressors in such a fash-
ion? According to 53:11 it is by his da‘at: “By his knowledge [da‘at] shall the 
righteous one, my servant, / make many to be accounted righteous; / and he shall 
bear [sābal] their iniquities.”23

Earlier (in my analysis of 40:12-31), I proposed that the servant’s mišpāt is 
grounded in, and even incarnates, the divine mišpāt that informs cosmic creation 
(40:13-14). Whereas Yhwh’s mišpāt mentioned in 40:14 (“who taught him the 
path of mišpāt?”) contextualizes Jacob/Israel’s complaint in 40:27 (“My way is 
hid from Yhwh, / my right [mišpāt] is disregarded by my God”), the servant’s 
mission embodies precisely this mišpāt (42:1-4). Likewise, the servant’s know-
ledge [da‘at], which enables him to accomplish his mission, is both grounded in 
and reflects the very creative wisdom of Yhwh—an imago Dei motif.

It is now time to look more fully at 40:13-14, which joins mišpāt with da‘at 
(along with other wisdom terms) in its depiction of Yhwh as creator. 

13 Who has directed the Spirit [rûaḥ] of Yhwh, 
or as his counselor [’îš ‘ăṣātô] has instructed him [yôdî‘ennû]? 

14 Whom did he consult [nô‘āṣ] for his enlightenment [vaybînēhû], 
and who taught him the path of justice [mišpāt], 

and taught him knowledge [da‘at], 
and showed him [yôdî‘ennû] the way of understanding [tĕbûnôt]? 
(40:13-14)

The passage is rife with words at home in Israel’s wisdom tradition. First, the 
rhetorical point of the noun da‘at is reinforced by the double occurrence of the 
cognate verb yôdî‘ennû (vv. 13, 14), the Hiphil of yāda‘ (thus, “to cause to know”). 
Second, this verb’s force is further intensified by the verb nô‘āṣ (“consult”; v. 14) 
and its associated noun ‘ēṣâ “counsel” (as in “counselor,” lit. “man of his counsel” 

23 L. Koehler, W. Baumgartner, and J. J. Stamm, The Hebrew and Aramaic Lexicon of the Old 
Testament (trans. and ed. M. E. J. Richardson; 4 vols. Leiden, 1994–1999) lists the occurrence 
of the noun da‘at in 53:11 as da‘at III, “sweat,” and (user take note) the Accordance Bible 
research concordance likewise lists it separately, not including it under the search term da‘at, 

“knowledge.” But there is no reason to adopt such a singular construal of da‘at here when the 
meaning “knowledge” makes elegant sense.
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[’îš ‘ăṣātô]; v. 13). Third, still further reinforcement comes in the verb vaybînēhû 
(the Hiphil of bîn , thus “cause to understand”; v. 14) and its cognate noun, tĕbûnôt 
(“understanding”; v. 14).

There is no room here to trace in detail the rhetorical changes rung on each of 
these wisdom terms throughout Second Isaiah; suffice it to note the following:

First, between the occurrences of da‘at (“knowledge”) in 40:14 and 53:11, this 
term is found in three crucial places. Along with the related noun tĕbûnâ (“under-
standing, discernment”), it appears in 44:19 in reference to the making of idols 
(idolaters have no knowledge or discernment); da‘at occurs again in 44:25, where 
God makes foolish the da‘at of idolatrous diviners; and in 47:10 Babylon’s 
self-idolatrous da‘at leads it astray. 

Second, it is in virtue of Yhwh’s unsearchable (or inexhaustible) understanding 
[tĕbûnâ] that Yhwh does not faint or grow weary (40:28), and likewise, implicitly, 
those who wait on Yhwh; while, as noted, the idol-makers of 44:19 are devoid of 
tĕbûnâ. 

Third, the verb bîn (“discern, consider, understand”) also occurs also in a num-
ber of significant places. It is found in 40:21, where Israel is challenged to “under-
stand” the nature of God’s creative power on the basis of its traditions concerning 

“the foundations of the earth”; in 43:10 it is used of Israel as God’s witnesses, who 
should understand who Yhwh is; and then in 44:18 it is used of the idolaters who 
know not [yāda‘], nor discern [bîn], because God has shut their eyes so that they 
cannot understand [haśkîl; the Hiphil of śākal].

The rhetorical force of this last verb haśkîl must not be overlooked. It occurs 
already in 41:20 where it is paired with yāda‘ to describe the revelatory purpose 
of God’s eschatological action (that all may “know” and “understand” who it is 
that has accomplished salvation). And it occurs finally in 52:13 in the climactic 
presentation of the servant. 

The final Servant Song begins with: “Behold, my servant shall yāśkîl [the 
Hiphil of śākal], he shall be exalted and lifted up, and shall be very high” (52:13). 
While yāśkîl is often translated “prosper” (RSV; NRSV), the NIV is surely correct 
in rendering the verb “act wisely.”24 In that connotation, it forms a wisdom inclu-
sio with the Hitpolel of the verb bîn at the end of the Song’s first stanza, where the 
servant dumbfounds the nations and their kings: “for that which has not been told 
them they shall see, / and that which they have not heard they shall understand 
[hitbônāhû]” (52:15). And all this, finally, provides the rhetorical context for the 
da‘at that informs the servant’s counter-intuitive, redemptive—and therein revel-

24 While the NLT, NAS, NASB also have “prosper” and NET, CEV, CEB have “succeed,” the 
wisdom meaning of the verb is preserved in the ESV and CSB (“act wisely”), LXX (“understand”), 
KJV (“deal prudently”), and ASV (“deal wisely”).
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atory—response to his oppressors. The knowledge/wisdom by which the servant 
acts is nothing less than a disclosure of the character of Yhwh.

The Servant’s Suffering as Revelation of Yhwh’s 
Power in Isaiah 53:1 and Beyond
What, then, is the relation between Yhwh’s and the servant’s passional bearing 
and intercession, on the one hand, and the “arm [zĕrôa‘] of Yhwh” that is “re-
vealed” in 53:1, on the other? 

The term zĕrôa‘ is conventionally an image for conquering military might. 
And so it figures in 51:9-11, which I take to be Israel’s plaintive cry for Yhwh to 
intervene in the typical, violent mode of divine action (“Awake, awake, put on 
strength, / O arm of Yhwh; / awake, as in days of old, / the generations of long 
ago”). But Isa 40:10 had already revealed the zĕrôa‘ of Yhwh as that of a shep-
herd bearing his lambs. And in the wilderness, when Israel once again had sinned, 
Moses interceded, “Let the power [koaḥ] of Yhwh be great as you have promised, 
saying, ‘Yhwh is slow to anger, and abounding in steadfast love, forgiving iniquity 
and transgression” (Num 14:17-18). This is the “power” of God’s forgiving 
mercy.25 So it is that when the “arm of the Yhwh” is “laid bare” (52:10), it is “re-
vealed” (53:1) in its true character in the figure of the servant, who bears the sins 
of the transgressors and intercedes for them. 

Here we come to the heart of Second Isaiah’s “ideology critique” of Babylon’s 
Marduk, a god who creates and sustains cosmic and social order through the vio-
lence of military might, and who is imaged in a human king exercising and ex-
panding his rule through his armies. This false god is critiqued in the figure of the 
servant as imago of a long-suffering God, a Deus patiens, who bears the world, 
including its sins, toward its ultimate redemption.

I conclude on this methodological note. I certainly want to affirm the validity 
of James Barr’s warning against “illegitimate connotation transfer.” But to go no 
further than Barr would be to misunderstand how poetry works (including the 
poetry of Second Isaiah). I suggest that poetry works, in part, by rubbing its words 
up against each other so that their connotations spark off each other. This gener-
ates what Owen Barfield calls “speaker’s meanings” that go beyond the words’ 
standard “lexical meanings.”26 The result is that we can be surprised, by means of 
words whose meanings we thought we knew, into meanings we had not known—
so that that which had not been told us we may see, and that of which we had not 
heard we may understand.

25 An Anglican collect, echoing this passage, opens with the words, “O God, who declarest thy 
almighty power chiefly in showing mercy and pity” (Collect for the eleventh Sunday after Trinity).

26 See Owen Barfield, Speaker’s Meaning (Letchford, Hertfordshire: Rudolf Steiner Press, 1967).


